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DEVELOPMENT OF SAMBO IN THE WORLD TODAY

- In 2014 SAMBO has grown considerably
- Over 84 member in five continents
- More than 22 candidates members
INTERNATIONAL MULTI-SPORTS GAMES

- Summer Universiade 2013 in Kazan
- SportAccord World Combat Games 2013 in St. Petersburg
ASIAN BEACH GAMES 2014

• first time - Beach SAMBO
• participation of 15 countries
• genuine medals distribution
  • THA, PAK, IRI, NEP, SYR
FIRST EUROPEAN GAMES
BAKU 2015

- Preparation for the First European Games in Baku
- SAMBO among 20 sports in the official programme
NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS
SAMBO WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS (2009-2013)
by discipline

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Men Sport</th>
<th>Women Sport</th>
<th>Men Combat</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thessaloniki 2009</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>307</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minsk 2012</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>358</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tashkent 2010</td>
<td>181</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vilnius 2011</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>515</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
NUMBER OF COUNTRIES
SAMBO WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS (2008-2013)
by discipline
CONTINENTAL CHAMPIONSHIPS 2014

- FIAS provides technical and financial assistance to held the continental SAMBO championships
  - Bucharest ROU
  - Tashkent, UZ
  - Yaoundé, CMR
  - Port-of-Spain, TTO
FIAS calendar gradually expanding

- 2014 President’s Cup
  - Tokyo, JPN
  - London, GBR
2014 STUDENTS WORLD CUP AND CADETS WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS

- test event for the WUC SAMBO 2016
- conducted under FISU patronage
SPORTACCORD COMBAT GAMES 2015

• FIAS works in close collaboration with SportAccord

• SA World Combat Games are planned to be held in Kazakhstan in the autumn of 2015

• FIAS proposed to include Combat SAMBO into the program of the Games
FIAS AND TAFISA

• FIAS introduced SAMBO at the TAFISA World Martial Arts Games 2014 in Richmond, CAN
• FIAS with United Canadian SAMBO Federation organised demo zone and the exhibition stand to promote SAMBO
FIAS & Olympic Council of Asia

- SAMBO officially recognized by OCA
- took part in the Asian Beach Games.
- FIAS and Sambo Union of Asia are working with OCA on the inclusion of SAMBO in Asian Games
• decision of EOC and Organising Committee to include SAMBO into the official program

• SAMBO will participate with four (4) weight categories for both men and women

• Qualification system for the Games is developed
• FIAS encourages the NSF to work closely with NOCs
FIAS AND FISU

• FIAS with Korea SAMBO Federation are working on the inclusion of SAMBO into the program of the Summer Universiade in Gwangju

• FISU inspection visit and patronage to the SAMBO Students World Cup in Limassol

• FIAS encourage its members to work with NUSFs to guarantee good participation at event
FIAS AND IWGA

• several meetings with IWGA President Jose Perurena
• discussing a possibility of SAMBO recognition by IWGA
• discussing the inclusion of SAMBO into the programme of the World Games
MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
FIAS & FILA, FIAS & IJF

- FIAS is collaborating with International Federations
- FIAS signed collaboration agreements with IJF and FILA
FIAS AND IOC

- during SportAccord Convention 2014 in Belek, FIAS President met the IOC President Dr. Thomas Bach
- discussed our application for IOC recognition
- we were able to elaborate good relationship with IOC President and hope for fruitful future collaboration with IOC
SAMBO DEVELOPMENT
IN PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA

• special attention is paid to the development of SAMBO in China
• in August a meeting was held in Beijing with the representatives of the highest sport authorities of China and the Vice-President of Chinese Olympic Committee Mr Cai Zhenhua

• we reached an agreement on the development of SAMBO
• created the National SAMBO Federation
• We helped by providing equipment and coaches
REFEREES EDUCATION PROGRAMME

- FIAS conducts referees education programme and seminars to increase number of international referees
- referees who successfully passed the exams:
  - were recognised as FIAS International Referees
  - were invited to participate in FIAS events
  - all expenses related to referees education were borne by FIAS
- referees quality of significantly increase
FIAS ANTI-DOPING REGULATIONS

- one of the main area of our work and contribution
- we are developing our collaboration with WADA
- we were able to adopt the FIAS Anti-Doping Regulations that will be introduced in 2015
- we are working in close collaboration with the SportAccord Doping Free Unit and we thank them for all the help and assistance
FIAS TV

- all FIAS events covered by TV companies
- collaboration with EBU (European Broadcasting Union) the TV programmes
- live coverage of FIAS events increased
FIAS WEBSITE

.sambo-fias.org

- online live streaming of all FIAS events with the commentary in English and Russian
- website provides the information in four languages (ENG, FRA, ESP and RUS) regarding development of SAMBO in the world
- website offers a videos, photos, blogs and actual news
- FIAS works with social media and number of our subscribers is increasing rapidly
FIAS AND AIPS

- FIAS works closely with AIPS
- SAMBO is present in the AIPS press-releases

- the AIPS SAMBO Commission was established; is headed by the AIPS Vice-President Mr. Nikolay Dolgopolov
- Members of the commission work at all FIAS events
FIAS PARTNER

- FIAS has a long-term partnership with two equipment-supplying companies “Foeldeak” and “Taishan”
- We send the mats to our National Federations
  - 60 mats were distributed
- From December 2013, FIAS provided National SAMBO Federations with:
  - More than 1000 sets of uniform
  - More than 100 sets of referees’ uniform
INTERNATIONAL SAMBO CENTER

- progress on the construction of international SAMBO center
- the project for the construction of the complex is already developed and accepted
- the center will be built in Moscow on the area of Luzhniki sport complex
STEPS INTO THE FUTURE

- FIAS Application for the IOC Recognition

- the IOC session will be held in December where Agenda 2020 will be adopted
- we will provide you with all necessary materials in accordance with the IOC decisions
THANK YOU FOR ATTENTION!
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